Abstract. It is commonly assumed that somatic evolution drives the multi-step process that produces metastatic cancer. But it is difficult to reconcile the inexorable progression towards metastasis in virtually all carcinomas and the associated complex change of cancer cell phenotype, characterized by an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, with the random nature of gene mutations. Given their irreversible nature, it is also difficult to explain why certain metastatic carcinomas can reform normal tissue boundaries and remain dormant for years at distant sites. Here we propose an encompassing conceptual framework based on system-level dynamics of gene regulatory networks that may help reconcile these inconsistencies. The concepts of gene expression state space and attractors are introduced which provide a mathematical and molecular basis for an "epigenetic landscape". We then describe how cancer cells are trapped in "embryonic attractors" because of distortions of this landscape caused by mutational rewiring of the regulatory network. The implications of this concept for a new integrative understanding of tumor formation and metastatic progression are discussed. This formal framework of cancer progression unites mainstream genetic determinism with alternative ideas that emphasize non-genetic influences, including chronic growth stimulation, extracellular matrix remodeling, alteration of cell mechanics and disruption of tissue architecture.
INTRODUCTION
The prime cause of death in patients with carcinoma, the most common form of human cancer in the adult, is metastatic dissemination of epithelial tumor cells. In the healthy epithelium the cells are quiescent, have a polarized structural organization and are anchored to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and to neighboring cells. This tissue architecture is laid out through epithelial-mesenchymal interactions in the embryo and likely requires continued interactions between epithelium and underlying connective tissue to maintain normal tissue structure throughout adult life. Cancer formation involves both uncontrolled cell growth and pro-gressive disruption of tissue architecture [1] ; malignancy results once the basement membrane is physically compromised and the epithelial cells are free to invade surrounding tissues [2, 3] . To metastasize, the malignant epithelial cell must break down the ECM, detach from the epithelium and migrate into the surrounding tissue where it can invade small blood vessels or lymphatics [4, 5] . It must then survive the journey through the circulation, invade the endothelium and basement membrane lining microvessels in a distant tissue, prepare its new "soil" to grow a colony, proliferate and attract new blood vessels to nourish its growth [6] . Tumor metastasis therefore requires that a non-motile, anchored and quiescent mature epithelial cell transforms into a phenotype that can carry out all of these tasks. The complexity of this phenotype transformation cascade is consistent with the notion that metastatic cells appear to be a rare variant that arises late during tumor progression [7] . Yet, progression towards metastasis is an almost inevitable outcome of untreated carcinoma [8] .
A central event in the development of the metastatic phenotype is the acquisition by the malignant cell of the fibroblastoid phenotype that appears to be a recapitulation of the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) that physiologically occurs during embryogenesis, regeneration and wound healing [4, 9] . The EMT process, or a functionally equivalent, EMT-like phenotype transformations [10] , that occurs in tumor cells is accompanied by broad changes of global cellular properties. These include alterations of cell shape with loss of polarity and 'morphing' from a cuboidal to a spindle shape, rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, replacement of intermediate filament types, disintegration of epithelial cell-cell junctions and establishment of the cell migration apparatus, among others [4, 9] . This entire overhaul of cell structure and function reflects the concerted switching of multiple cellular "programs" that, in turn, involve coordinated changes in the expression of vast numbers of genes [11] . The latter is manifest as a shift in the transcriptome that can now be measured with gene DNA microarrays [12] .
Cancer progression to metastasis is commonly thought to be a multi-step process [13] , caused by a sequence of multiple undirected random mutations. But how can the complicated genome-wide reprogramming of gene expression that is required for developing the metastatic phenotype be orchestrated so consistently from tumor to tumor and from patient to patient if this process results from a series of random gene mutations? Are mutation rate and selection pressure in the tissue microenvironment, as required by the idea that tumor progression is a somatic Darwinian evolution of cells, high enough to explain this robust and efficient, directed cell transformation process that invariably ends up with a common metastatic phenotype?
In this article, we present a conceptual framework that may naturally explain how coherent changes of cell phenotype that underlie cancer progression to the metastatic phenotype can result from dynamic, switchlike transitions within the entire genome-wide gene regulatory network. To illustrate how this new perspective differs from existing models, we first summarize existing paradigms of tumor progression to the metastatic phenotype (Section 2). We then introduce the basic ideas of 'state space' and 'attractors' in gene networks (Section 3) and explain their implications for cell phenotype regulation (Section 4), as well as cancer progression (Section 5). This culminates in the discussion of how this integrative, systems-level view can unite the disparate models of cancer progression and metastasis (Section 6). Finally, we describe how our model can account for the role of cell mechanics and tissue architecture in tumorigenesis (Section 7).
CURRENT MODELS OF METASTASIS: PARADIGMS OPEN QUESTIONS

Models for metastatic progression
The almost inevitable transformation of carcinoma cells from the quiescent epithelial state to the actively mobile, metastatic mesenchymal type is difficult to explain in the context of existing theories of tumor progression to metastasis. Attempts to account for the "directionality" and the driving force of the progression towards the metastatic state can be summarized in the three existing models:
(i) The prevailing multi-step progression model of tumorigenesis assumes that random mutations (or 'epigenetic' DNA and chromatin modifications) followed by selection eventually gives rise to the metastatic phenotype in a rare subpopulation of tumor cells. This paradigm cannot easily explain the sophisticated switch of entire intracellular molecular machineries that underlies the acquisition of the metastatic mesenchymal phenotype without assuming an extremely strong selection pressure within the tissue for that particular migratory phenotype -which is neither plausible nor supported by observations. Specifically, recent systematic sequencing of coding DNAs from breast and colorectal carcinomas revealed that cancer cells may carry on average 90 genetic mutations in genes covering a wide variety of cellular functions -many of which cannot be assigned an obvious mechanistic role in tumorigeneis [14] . The dogma in biology holds that mutations are introduced randomly and then selected for based on their phenotypic consequence. Therefore, the orchestration of genome-wide gene expression patterns that produces the metastatic phenotype would, according to the somatic mutation model, hinge upon the selection of all of the genetic alterations one-by-one, based on their individual contribution to precise steps in the metastatic transformation cascade. There is no evidence to support this mechanism, and it remains unclear how this predetermined path of selection could take place.
This mutational multistep progression model has been recently directly challenged by the comparison of microarray-based gene expression profiles of metastatic and primary tumor tissues. To the surprise of propo-nents of the multi-step progression model, such transcriptome analyses have revealed that metastatic tissue samples often bore more resemblance to the corresponding primary tumor than to other metastasis samples [15] [16] [17] [18] . Thus, metastatic tumors do in general not appear to form a separate, generic metastasis-specific phenotype as one would have expected if tumor cells had undergone an evolutionary process to acquire the metastatic capacity.
(ii) These findings have led to an alternative "intrinsic" metastasis model in which the primary tumor either carries a molecular signature indicative of high metastatic potential or not [19, 20] . In this second model, the propensity to metastasize cannot be dissociated from the very process of malignant transformation during early tumorigenesis as it is intrinsic to some neoplastic phenotype [19] .
(iii) A third model, referred to as metastatic dissemination, is derived from the accumulating evidence which suggests that, at least in the case of breast cancer, disseminated tumor cells can be identified in the bone marrow (based on expression of epithelial markers) very early on, even before the primary tumor has become clinically apparent [5, 21, 22] . These disseminated tumor cells remain dormant and may undergo multi-step progression at the secondary site in parallel to those at the primary tumor location. This is consistent with electron microscopic findings that invasive epithelial tumor cells can sometimes re-accumulate an intact basement membrane and appear quiescent at a distant metastatic site, even though these cells had to exhibit the ability to degrade their basement membrane and invade through connective tissue at the primary site in order to disseminate throughout the body [23] . It has been proposed that disseminated cells undergo the reverse transition of EMT, a mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition at the metastatic site [24] . This may in part explain the finding of the unexpectedly high gene expression pattern similarity between metastastic and primary tumor.
All three models of metastasis discussed above have their limitations and require ad hoc assumptions to be reconciled with observations. The first model -genetic multi-step progression -evades the question of what the selection pressure is that drives the evolution of nonmotile epithelial cells to adopt precisely the complex program of a mesenchymal, migratory cell that can invade tissues and spread throughout the body. This is a challenge given that there are many ways for achieving survival and growth advantage within the primary tumor site and that the tumor microenvironment may vary greatly from tumor to tumor. Conversely, gene mutations that confer metastatic behavior may not increase fitness advantage within the niche of the primary tumor site [19, 25] . In the case of the second model, which postulates an intrinsic link between malignant transformation and metastasis, one would have to explain how one or just a few mutations that trigger neoplastic transformation event also confer the proclivity to develop the complex EMT-like program years later, even decades after the initial transformation event. Finally, the model of early tumor cell dissemination raises the question of how a single cell that possesses a virtually normal genome can transiently, and perhaps stochastically, switch on the migratory phenotype, and then revert to the epithelial phenotype that may again remain dormant once it has arrived at a secondary site.
Molecular implementation of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition
The genetic view of metastatic progression that has dominated cancer research for the past few decades essentially reduces the problem of tumor formation and metastasis to a series of molecular alterations that can be directly linked to distinct neoplastic traits [26] . An another line of investigation of metastasis takes a cell biology approach and focuses on the regulatory and effector mechanisms that implement the metastatic phenotype, notably the EMT-like transition. Here the acquisition of the mesenchymal traits by epithelial cells is considered a form of transdifferentiation. Thus, like any differentiation process during development which also involves drastic transitions in cell phenotype, it is driven by changes in expression (and activity state) of numerous genes and proteins distributed across the entire genome [11, 24] . But if cancer is a disease of development, then cancer progression cannot be viewed as a cell-autonomous process, rather it should also be starkly influenced by extracellular regulatory signals from the tissue microenvironment and involve the active role of non-neoplastic cells in the tumor stroma [2, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . As in developing embryonic epithelium, these extracellular signals include not only soluble cytokines but also insoluble ECM molecules produced by stromal cells in the surrounding connective tissue, as well as adhesion signals from contacts with neighboring cells.
This type of thinking has led to the identification of numerous cytokines that can induce EMT in carcinoma cells, notably TGFβ whose action in EMT is particularly well studied [4, 32] . Within the cell, EMT is mediated by transcriptional regulators such as Snail, Slug and Twist which can be considered master switches of the mesenchymal phenotype [24, 33] . Snail1, a member of a large superfamily of Snail zinc-finger transcription factors [34] , regulates many genes involved in the switch. Specifically, one of the best characterized target of these regulators is the transcriptional repression of E-cadherin, a protein that is essential in the junctional complexes which link neighboring epithelial cells and disassemble during the EMT.
Non-soluble signals also play a role. ECM degradation by matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) [35, 36] , overexpression of the integrin-linked kinase ILK [37] and inhibition of expression of the cell surface heparan sulfate syndecan molecule that mediates cell-ECM anchorage also can induce EMT-like changes in certain epithelial cells [38] . Thus, changes of both cell-cell and cell-ECM adhesion may contribute to this phenotypic transition that is key to the metastatic process.
Although rarely articulated explicitly, viewing this epithelial-mesenchymal transdifferentiation as a phenotypic switch induced by extrinsic signals departs fundamentally from the conventional view in which the metastatic phenotype results from a series of cellintrinsic genetic mutations. While mechanistically plausible, this cell biological perspective raises new questions: why is precisely the mesenchymal behavior consistently activated during the onset of cancer metastasis and not any other from the wide range of cell phenotypes with possible survival advantage? How can a single non-genetic signal, such as TGFβ or the transcription regulator Snail, coordinate so many gene expression processes in a coherent manner to drive this global mesenchymal transition, leading to a persistent (but not irreversible) phenotype? Why do transformed carcinoma cells respond to TGFβ by undergoing EMT rather than cell cycle arrest (as do normal cells) and why do they so consistently adopt the mesenchymal program despite a myriad of extracellular signals and their variability in type and concentration within the tumor bed?
To explain the sophisticated orchestration of gene expression changes that result in a coherent (malignant) behavior, as epitomized by the EMT, it has often been suggested that tumors reactivate "embryonic programs" [25, 39, 40] , in line with the old "embryonal theories" of the origin of cancer [41] . However, this descriptive, ad hoc explanation raises other even more fundamental questions about cell regulation. For example, what is the very nature of a " genetic program" in a first place? Certainly, it is more than a convenient metaphor for what appears to be a discernable, robust behavior. So what causes a distinct genetic program to emerge among the almost endless combinatorial possibilities that can be generated by switching on and off individual genes within the entire genome? And why do cells so easily recall the same embryonic program, such as EMT, even decades after it was shut off at birth? In order to understand how complex, yet robust and previously used cell behaviors (e.g., the mesenchymal program) "self-organize" [42] through the collective action of multiple regulatory molecules, we need to look beyond finding "mechanisms" in individual pathways and instead, treat all of the regulatory pathways of the cell as an integrated system -a dynamical network that controls cell fates during embryonic development and throughout adult life.
NETWORKS DYNAMICS AND ATTRACTORS -THE BASICS
From pathway to networks
In molecular biology, a regulatory pathway is often thought to represent a linear chain of causation that explains a particular phenotype. Such "proximal explanations" [43] of a phenotype require a particular interpretation of molecular interactions which comfortably ignores ubiquitous "cross talk" between pathways. For instance, TGFβ is said to cause EMT "because" it activates Snail, which in turn suppresses E-cadherin, thereby dismantling cell-cell junctions. The reality is more complex. Each cytokine's intracellular signaling pathways typically fan out to affect hundreds if not thousands of target genes [44] [45] [46] . In fact, it has been long recognized that there is significant cross-talk between pathways at almost every level of the signaling cascade [47, 48] . Thus, molecular interactions between genes and proteins in the cell form a network rather than a series of parallel phenotype-specific causative pathways. This makes sense because when a particular cytokine switches on one behavior (e.g., proliferation), it must at the same time turn off numerous other responses (e.g., apoptosis or differentiation) and keep them off.
But how does a complex network, an entangled web of interactions without an obvious input and output, embody causation? Here we focus on gene regulatory networks and present general principles of how they control cell behavior without resorting to mechanistic explanations that invoke causation pathways. We introduce, step by step, an alternative concept from com-plex system dynamics which automatically embraces integration and which differs fundamentally from the familiar concept of linear molecular causation. To explain this concept to the non-physicists without use of mathematical equations, we will first qualitatively introduce the idea of a "state space" perspective of regulatory networks and then the concept that "attractors" within these networks represent stable states that may correspond to distinct cell phenotypes or behaviors.
From network architecture to state space
As a toy model, let us first consider a small gene regulatory circuit rather than a complex network, consisting of only three genes (N = 3), which we call A, B and C. They regulate each other in an interaction scheme ("wiring diagram") shown in Fig. 1(A) . In the traditional pathway-dominated view, causation is immediately obvious: A stimulates B, and B inhibits C. Thus, A is an "upstream" regulator of C in the "mechanism" that accounts for repression of C. However, there is a feedback loop: C inhibits B. This feedback poses a problem for the model of linear causation. In fact, such mutually inhibitory loops are very often encountered in gene regulatory networks involved in developmental processes [49] [50] [51] . Let us now use a microarray to measure the gene expression profile of this fictive threegene genome in the following three conditions or time points (M = 3): 't 1 = embryo', 't 2 = newborn' and 't 3 = adult'. In traditional genomics approaches, one usually sets out to determine which gene is expressed in which condition. The results are typically presented in the form of a table (technically, an N -by-M 'matrix') in which each row represents a gene, and each column a condition or time point (Fig. 1B) .
One convenient way to graphically depict gene expression in the various conditions (which comes in handy for expression profiles that cover thousands of genes) is to map each gene as a dot into a coordinate system in which each axis represents the expression level of genes in each of the three conditions t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 (Fig. 1C ). This graphical representation provides an efficient way to present how particular genes associate with the different conditions. It may allow one to infer some relation to gene function. For instance, gene A expression is high in the embryonic state and low in the newborn and adult. Had we N = thousands rather than just three genes, the dots representing the genes with similar behavior with respect to their expression in these three time points would form dense clusters in the same region of the coordinate system which we may call the "condition space". In summary, in this more conventional gene-centric view, we map each gene to a point in condition space in order to see how individual genes are related to each other. It is then thought that co-regulation implies similar biological function, following the concept of "guilt by association". Now, to introduce the concept of the state space, we exchange the role of genes and conditions (mathematically, we transpose the data). The object of interest is not a gene but a condition (e.g., a microarray sample), which is represented by a column in the table shown in Fig. 1B . We map each condition (column) as a dot in a three dimensional space in which each axis is now spanned by one of the three genes. This new coordinate system is called a "state space" in the field of dynamical systems because each point in it (our dots) represents a state S of the transcriptome which in turn reflects a state of the gene regulatory circuit shown in Fig. 1 . Each state S(t) at time t is defined by the expression level values x(t) of each of the three genes, A, B and C, which hence determine the position of the dot (Fig. 1D) . Thus, for t 1 , we can write This state space perspective offers a new vista on the genome. Since in our case, each condition is a time point, we can describe the dynamics of the system: state S(t 1 ) will become S(t 2 ) as the gene expression levels x i (t) for genes i = A, B and C change over time from t 1 to t 2 : The state
. In other words, the state of the gene circuit travels along a particular "curve", or trajectory in state space as time goes by. The course of the trajectory thus is defined by the expression levels x i (t) of all the three genes i in the circuit as they change over time which in turn is determined by the gene-gene interactions in the circuit architetcure. Since a trajectory manifests the time course of changes of the entire gene expression profile, a trajectory traces a biological developmental path. It must be distinguished from a molecular pathway which is a graphical depiction of a cascade of proteins or genes that represents a sequence of molecular regulatory events and can be plotted schematically as a sequence of arrows; it does not represent a movement in state space or a dynamical process within the larger system-wide regulatory network.
In reality, in mammalian cells the gene regulatory circuits as descried above are embedded in a genomewide gene regulatory network in which N = tens of thousands of genes [52] . Because the state space is not three-dimensional but N dimensional, we have a high-dimensional state space. Although spaces with dimensionality higher than 3 cannot be graphically represented, the concepts of state space and of points in it representing states S(t) are still valid.
State space constraints and attractors
What can the state space tell us? The state space manifests the global dynamics of the gene regulatory network. Each state S(t) represents a configuration of the expression state of all the genes in the circuit. Such a gene expression configuration is equivalent to the measurable gene expression profile that encompasses all the genes of the circuit, A, B and C. Now, if the genes operated independently from each other, any position in the state space would be equally likely to occur: one could freely choose any combination of values x A (t 1 ), x B (t 1 ), x C (t 1 ) to form a state vector.
However, genes regulate each other, and thus, they cannot change their activity values, x(t) independently. If we consider all the interactions, this introduces massive constraints to the circuit dynamics so that most arbitrary gene expression profiles S are not permitted (i.e., they are not stable). Thus, not all points in the state space are created equal. Concretely, in our three-gene circuit example, genes B and C mutually inhibit each other. Whenever B is highly expressed, C is necessarily low, and vice versa. In a first approximation, S(t) is thus constrained to points on the oblique surface in the state space that satisfies this inverse relationship between B and C, as shown in Fig. 1D (pink surface) . In other words, the regulatory interactions in the network restrict the degree of freedom for the dynamics of the network: S(t) can only move along certain trajectories in the state space, in this case, on the surface that obeys the inverse relationship of B and C. Any circuit state S(t) in which both B and C are equally high (or low) is said to be unstable.
Thus, there is a tight relationship between the particular architecture of the network (as shown in Fig. 1A ) and the way the state space is constrained (as shown in Fig. 1D ). The specific gene circuit architecture generates a particular substructure of the state space, like the surface in our hypothetical, qualitative example in Fig. 1D .
One type of state space structure of particular interest are the "attractors". From the above, we learn that the regulatory gene-gene interactions between all the genes drive the state S(t) along trajectories so as to comply with the rules imposed by the interactions. In a particular situation in some circuit architectures, S(t) may be in a special state, which we denote here S * (t), in which all interaction rules are satisfied and therefore, there is no driving force: the circuit stands still, hence S * (t) is said to be a stationary state. Under particular circumstances (again, depending on the network architecture), all the trajectories starting from a particular volume of points in the neighborhood of the stationary state S * will converge to it. Such a stationary state literally "attracts" all the trajectories emanating from some state space volume in its vicinity, hence, it is referred to as an attractor state. In other words, if stationary state S * is pushed into its neighborhood, e.g. S and it experiences a driving force that puts it back to S * , then the stationary state S * is an attractor state. Accordingly, the volume of states S in state space that will "drain" to the attractor is called basin of attraction of S * . From this graphical representation it becomes immediately apparent that attractor states are stable stationary states that are robust to many perturbations.
The attractor landscape of a two-gene circuit
To illustrate the differential stability of points (states) in the state space in more specific terms, let us further simplify our circuit and assume for a moment a twogene circuit (N = 2), such as the subcircuit of Fig. 1A consisting of the mutually inhibiting genes B and C ( Fig. 2A) which suppress each other's expression in a dose dose-dependent manner. We also assume that each of these genes experiences a basal rate of expression and of inactivation (or degradation). The former occurs at a constant rate, while the latter occurs typically at a rate that is proportional to its expression level (first order kinetics). In this N = 2 gene system, the state space is two-dimensional and can be depicted as a xyplane, with the x-axis and y-axis representing levels of expression of B and C, respectively, so that each
, represents a state of this 2-gene network.
A mathematical description of the interactions using a set of ordinary differential equation (ODEs) (for details, see e.g. [49, 53, 54] ) will allow us to depict systematically for any "starting point" in this state space (the BC plane) where the trajectory would lead that 'initial state' S(t = 0) over time as we "run" the system to obtain S(t) for increasing t (i.e., we let the computer execute the regulatory interactions). Tracing all the trajectories from a systematic sampling of initial states S(t = 0) for an extended time until they hit any stationary state creates a "flow field" of individual trajectories, as shown in Fig. 2A . The trajectories emanating from a grid of initial states S(t = 0) reveal a global pattern that captures the entire dynamics of the circuit: the attractors spring to eye as "sinks" in basins that they "drain" (Fig. 2A) .
The shape of the trajectories is determined by the ODE that fully describe the interactions of the genes in the circuit. Without going into the mathematical details, we can appreciate that, because of the mutual inhibition, there will be two attractor states in this state space of the B-C circuit: S1 in which there is high level of B and low level of C, i.e., S1 = [B >> C ] and conversely, S2 with the inverse configuration [B << C]. If state S1 is perturbed in such a way that, say, the level of C is just slightly increased, it may not be able to overcome the imbalance, since the level B is still much higher than that of C. But C will experience more degradation, because the rate of the inactivation is proportional to its level of expression, thus this will bring C back to the level defining the attractor state S1. Similarly, based on qualitative reasoning one can appreciate that all states in which B and C are present at exactly the same level [B = C] are balanced with respect to retaining the ratio B/C = 1. But these conditions that lie on the diagonal ("separatrix") of the BC plane are highly unstable: they move to the "saddle" in the center (asterisk in Fig. 2A) , and a slight push out of this balanced state will cause them to shift to one or other attractor state. For instance, increasing B just slightly to the state [B > C] will lead to more repression of C and in turn, less repression of B since the strength of repression of the other partner depends on the level of expression of each gene. As B levels become more dominant over C this will further decrease C which in turn looses more of its inhibitory effect on B. This tilts the balance more and more toward Btriggering a self-propelling process that will follow the Computed attractor landscape represented by contour lines over the B-C state space. The "height" (vertical axis) is proportional to the negative logarithm of the probability for the circuit to be at a given state [B,C]; thus the lower the elevation, the more probable = the more stable. C. Purely schematic representation of an "attractor landscape" for a high-dimensional state space, and the underlying hypothetical 10-gene network and associated expression profile. Again, each point represents a network state (expression profile). The large arrow represents an attractor state transition. Note that states S * (t 2 ) and S * (t 3 ) are attractor states, while S(t 1 ) is a transient, instable state.
trajectory S(t) until it hits the attractor state S1 with [B >> C] where B is high enough so that its own inactivation rate (which is proportional to the level of B) is in balance with its basal synthesis rate.
Since we have a two-dimensional state space, we can use the third dimension to display something else than a gene expression level. This allows us to more formally establish the notion of a landscape by representing an important quality related to the vector flow of Fig. 2A : the stability of each state S(t) or configuration [B, C], defined by the expression levels x B (t) and x C (t). As we have seen above, stability becomes manifest when we exert small perturbations to the circuit states. By adding "gene expression noise" (random small fluctuation of the levels of B and C as observed in single cell analysis [55] ), we can thus apply systematic perturbations to determine the stability of each state [B, C] in our grid in the xy plane as the probability P of a state [B, C], i.e, P ([B,C]), to maintain its position under noise. We then plot the negative logarithm of P for each [B, C]-configuration in the third, z-dimension, -ln(P ([B,C]). Then, the more "probable" a state, the lower it lies, capturing the notion of stability [40] . The quantity -ln(P ) forms a kind of "energy landscape" with valleys representing the stable attractor states and hilltops and crests representing un-stable states. (Since the z-axis does not represent true energy in the physical sense, we propose to refer to this landscape as an "attractor landscape" [56] (Fig. 2B ).
[In a one-dimensional system one could directly integrate the differential equations and obtain a true energy potential without use of probabilities].
The existence of multiple attractors in the landscape produced by one single system is referred to as multistability. This concept lies at the heart of non-linear, complex dynamical systems. It affords the very same system (e.g., gene network) the capacity to produce multiple stable and discretely distinct states under the same condition. In the gene regulatory network, these attractor states are defined by distinct gene expression profiles
and hence, they represent stable "phenotypes". Which of these stable states the system (network, cell) occupies under a given condition, depends on its initial state or "history". However, in such a multi-attractor gene landscape, given strong enough perturbations of the gene expression values, a cell in one attractor state can be "kicked out" of it (leaving its basin of attraction) and switched to another attractor. The biological implications are apparent as this amounts to phenotypic transition or cell fate switching. But we now first extend this simple model to larger, more realistic networks of genes.
From small genetic circuits to large genomic networks: high-dimensional attractors
As mentioned earlier, the small gene regulatory circuits of the kind discussed so far are in reality embedded in large genome-wide networks consisting of N = 25,000 or so genes. Accordingly, the N -dimensional state space has thousands of dimensions -beyond our geometrical intuition. Yet, despite the unfathomable complexity of the wiring diagram of such giant networks, the seminal theoretical studies on idealized models of large networks with simple "binary genes" by Stuart Kauffman 40 years ago showed thatcounter to our intuition -for some classes of networks with randomly wired architectures, "ordered" behavior with multiple stable attractor states can arise instead of "chaotic" behavior. The latter would be manifest in extremely long trajectories that keep moving as the network visits almost the entire N -dimensional state space, almost never settling down. More recent analysis of real gene interaction diagrams and of gene expression profile dynamics [57, 58] appear to confirm the prediction that the gene regulatory networks of mammalian genomes have a global architecture that allows them to generate "ordered" behavior with distinct, compact attractor states rather than unstable, chaotic behavior. Such "high-dimensional attractor states" S * = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ] of the network are defined by the gene expression levels of N = thousands of genes and are well represented by the observable, stable transcriptomes that we can now measure using DNA microarrays. Because a transcriptome ultimately maps into a cell phenotype, it represents a cellular state (of course, within the limitation of the non-unique mapping from mRNA profile to the proteome, metabolome, etc). We now take for granted that microarray-based mRNA profiles portray molecular signatures that are characteristic of biological states of cells or tissues; this implies that transcriptomes are effective surrogate measures for network states S(t) that are characteristic of a cell phenotype [12, 59] (see also Section: Attractors and Tumor Progression).
Although in systems with N > 3 dimensions there is no actual notion of a "landscape", conceptually one can still think of attractors as valleys in some abstract high-dimensional landscape. A schematic rendition for a more complex landscape is shown in Fig. 2C . Delbrück in 1948 [60] and later Jacob and Monod in the 1960s [61] first proposed that differentiated states correspond to the stable states in bi-stable systems, and Kauffman postulated in 1969 that high-dimensional attractors of genomic networks represent cell types [62, 63] . More generally, we can now state that the gene expression profiles associated with distinct cell fates, or functional phenotypes, such as the proliferative, quiescent, migratory or differentiated state of all cell types, represent high-dimensional attractor states of the genomic gene regulatory network [47, 49] . Attractor states, that is, the "low-energy" valleys in the landscape, indeed share fundamental properties with cell fates in that they are discretely distinct functional states, essentially mutually exclusive and can undergo a switch-like transition from one to another. The mutually exclusive character of attractors produced by the very same network automatically takes care of shutting off one behavior (cell fate) when another needs to be activated, thus, assuring coherent genome-wide responses.
CELL FATES AS ATTRACTORS: BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR CELL FATE REGULATION
Attractor landscape and Waddington's epigenetic landscape
The idea that cell fates, or more specifically, the various differentiated cell types of the body, are attrac- [64] . We postulate here that the metaphoric epigenetic landscape corresponds to the attractor landscape (Fig. 2 ) that can be reduced to the dynamics of a gene regulatory network.
tors is consistent with an array of biological observations that are difficult to explain by linear chains of causation embodied by signaling cascades or genetic pathways. Since attractors are self-stabilizing discrete states, they naturally capture the stability of gene expression profiles associated with cell fates. Hence they may explain how cells can reliably switch between distinct phenotypes governed by complex gene expression profiles. Given this property, the attractor landscape can in principle be viewed as the molecular and mathematical basis for Waddington's qualitative "epigenetic landscape" (Fig. 3 ) [64] with valleys and hills which he proposed in the 1940s as a metaphor to explain the observation that cell phenotypes appear as robust and discrete types whereas "intermediate" forms are rarely seen [65] .
It is important to note that Waddington uses the term "epigenetic" in a broader sense than in modern molecular biology where it refers to apparently irreversible covalent DNA and chromatin modifications that influence expression of individual genes. Epigenesis, or the causal interactions between the genes that generate the phenotype [66] , is an important concept because in mammals, every gene is available to essentially every cell. Unlike organisms that exhibit chromosome diminution during differentiation [67] , every somatic mammalian cell essentially harbors the entire genome. Thus, the encoding of the cell type-specific expression pattern arises from the dynamic interplay between numerous genes across the whole genome. In contrast, the molecular biologist's concept of "epigenetic regulation" reduces it to quasi-permanent silencing of gene expression at an individual locus independent of other genes by covalent modification of chromatin. This mechanism is conceptually equivalent to a single gene mutation and was hence readily adopted for explaining the stability of cell type identity in the linear mind-set of genetic determinism. But this proximal, mechanistic explanation cannot account for how the genome organizes itself to reliably produce particular stable genome-wide patterns of gene expression that represent coherent cell behavioral states. Moreover, over the past few years it has increasingly become clear that DNA and histone modifications are highly dynamical and reversible [68, 69] . Their locus-specific regulation depends on gene-specific transcription factors that recruit the histone-modifying enzymes [70] [71] [72] . Thus, the stability of gene expression profiles and the observed quasi-irreversibility must ultimately arise from the distributed regulatory mechanisms by which genes regulate each other.
Attractors encode "genetic programs" that account for their robustness
The basin of attraction renders an attractor state inherently robust. Very deep ("low energy") basins correspond to extremely stable states and may hence explain the cell type identity and virtual irreversibility of differentiation. By definition, the stability-seeking behavior of cells moving along trajectories towards an attractor is directly coupled to the regulatory constraints that direct the changes of gene expression throughout the genome. The gene expression profiles S * of attractor states can then be equated to a preexisting "genetic program" of the cell that governs its global phenotypes or behavioral states, such as proliferation (which would correspond to a cycling attractor) [47] or differentiation. Trajectories S(t) leading to attractors explain the directionality of a process, as most prosaically manifest in cell maturation and differentiation, as well as the reliability by which cells appear to orchestrate the associated change of expression of thousands of genes to produce a coherent cellular program when in reality the network constraints are at work. In other words, the particular topology of the attractor landscape, hardwired in the gene regulatory network, is the invisible hand that coordinates the dynamics of thousands of genes across the genome and guarantees the robustness of the cellular response.
Attractor transitions and the selective nature of fate regulation
If attractors represent stable cell phenotypes, then transitions between attractors correspond to the discrete phenotypic changes that we perceive as cell fate switches, such as from proliferation to differentiation, or in the context of metastasis, from the epithelial to the mesenchymal phenotype. Such transitions are normally triggered by external regulatory signals. In the state space formalism, these signals essentially reset S(t 1 = 0) by displacing the network state to another place in the state space -and if doing so crosses an attractor boundary and place the cell into a new basin of attraction, the cell will adopt a new stable gene expression profile S * and hence, a new cellular phenotype. Importantly, because of the robustness of high-dimensional attractors, cell regulation tolerates some sloppiness or noise in the system. Conversely, a related property of high-dimensional robustness is that the expression of a large set of genes (x i , the components of the state vector S) needs to be modulated for a cell in one attractor to escape its basin and reach another one [73] . Perhaps this is the reason why signal transduction cascades of cytokine receptors exhibit such a pleiotropy of downstream targets that involve hundreds of genes [44] [45] [46] .
This model of attractor transitions opens a new perspective on what is the actual merit of molecular signals as information carrier. External signals, including growth factors, ECM molecules, and cell-cell junctional proteins which act on their cognate receptors to trigger specific intracellular signal transduction pathways do not need to actually instruct cells which particular genes to up-or down-regulate in order to produce a particular behavior. Instead, they merely have to "destabilize" a network state S(t 1 ) by displacing it to S (t 2 ) -that is, they tip the cell in the landscape roughly towards the attractor basin of the target phenotype. Realization of the precise expression profile that produces the new phenotype then ensues "automatically" as the cell follows the network imposed trajectory towards the attractor state. In other words, regulatory signals select a preexisting attractor among a finite numbers of others that is accessible from the current attractor state. This corresponds to the notion of developmental biologists that regulation of cell fates is "selective" rather than "instructive" [74] -the attractor landscape now provides a formal rationale for this old idea.
A process based on selection of preexisting behaviors is robust and tolerates random fluctuations, such as molecular noise [55] and even some errors. Importantly, it also allows for non-specific signals to produce distinct outcomes. This quality is manifest in the observation that many small molecule chemicals that do not act via binding to one specific receptor molecule, such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), ethanol, beta-mercaptoethanol, benzene, genistein (a general tyrosine kinase blocker) and modifiers of histone acetylation are able to induce differentiation, including the development of all the intricate cellular properties of the differentiation state, in a wide range of cell culture systems (refs. in [75] ) [76, 77] . This suggests that in these cases the differentiated state has a large basin of attraction. For instance, myeloid differentiation in promyelocyte precursor cell lines can be triggered by DMSO, retinoic acids, sodium butyrate, flavones and a growing list of novel chemicals [78, 79] . That specific instruction is not needed is made evident by the observation that many proliferating precursor cells can be induced to differentiate into mature "post-mitotic" cells simply by withdrawing mitogenic factors from the medium, and hence, "destabilizing the mitotic state", as has been shown for myocytes, adipocytes, or neurons (refs. in [75] ). The most impressive manifestation of selection of preexisting programs is the case of pluripotent hematopoietic progenitor cells, where removal of survival factors triggers random differentiation into the various prospective terminal fates [80] . These observations suggest that these progenitor cells are poised rather near the border of the basins of attraction of the various prospective differentiated states [49] .
Distributed regulation vs. master switch genes
The convergence of the phenotypic response to one specific cell fate triggered by a multiplicity of often non-specific signals carries the signature of a stable attractor state. In principle, the basins of attraction also should allow disparate, concomitant stimuli to add up and produce just one particular, preprogrammed, physiological cell behavior, rather than some ambiguous intermediate. This may explain the robustness of cell responses and behaviors despite them living in a complex microenvironment where they are exposed to a large variety of soluble, insoluble and mechanical signals.
The self-organizing nature of attractors may have led to the evolution of master switch genes through which the regulation of the distributed set of genes that need to be operated to a cause an attractor transition can be coordinated. Such master regulators are specific proteins that can trigger cell fate transitions by controlling the implementation of complex behavioral programs that involve the concerted expression of a particular configuration of many genes. Switch genes are typically transcription factors, such as MyoD [81] in muscle cell differentiation or GATA1 in erythroid differentiation [82] . In the case of EMT, the gene regulatory protein, of the Snail family may represent such a switch gene [33] .
Depending on the detailed network architecture, the activity of the master regulator may or may not be necessary to sustain the new phenotype once the attractor state has been reached. In fact, hysteresis, an elementary feature of non-linear dynamical systems in which a new state persists even after its triggering stimulus is reduced to levels much lower than the threshold necessary for triggering the transition, can often be observed in cell regulation [51, 83, 84] . This may also explain the irreversible or "enduring" effect of transient alterations in the expression of some oncogenic proteins but not of others [85] [86] [87] [88] .
The ability of attractors to integrate distributed signals also may have facilitated the evolution of mechanisms that allow physical perturbations to the cell, such as cell shape distortion, to trigger a particular cell fate, such as switching between proliferation, quiescence, differentiation and apoptosis [47, 89, 90] . Such perturbations carry no specific information encoded by a molecular structure and hence, do not operate a single stimulus-specific receptor, but instead, impose a distributed set of stimuli on structural elements, such as the cytoskeleton, that simultaneously influence numerous signaling pathways inside the cell [91] . This regulation of cell fate by tissue structure cues is of central relevance for the role of tissue architecture disruption in tumorigenesis and will be discussed in detail in the section on cancer as disease of architecture.
Experimental evidence for attractors at the molecular level
The robustness described above is an indirect manifestations of the convergence of state trajectories S(t) from a certain volume of initial states in state space. This is a fundamental mathematical property of an attractor state (also referred to as the contraction of state space volume in dissipative systems). This property now allows us to experimentally verify the existence of an attractor state at the resolution of the expression levels of the genes x i (t) (the system variables) even if we do not know the architecture of the network (the systems equations) to mathematically demonstrate that a given stationary state S is an attractor state.
Convergence of trajectories is a necessary hallmark of a contraction of state space volume, which in turn is one defining property of an attractor state. Recently, the fact that biochemically unrelated stimuli can induce HL60 promyelocytic cells to differentiate into a neutrophil-like phenotype was exploited to demonstrate the convergence of high-dimensional trajectories S(t), defined by genome-wide gene expression profiles, when these cells adopt the differentiated neutrophil state [92] . Dimethylsulfoxide and all-transretinoic acid both are well-established inducers of the neutrophilic differentiation process. Since these two unrelated chemicals target distinct sets of genes and yet both cause differentiation to cell phenotypes that are almost indistinguishable, they must perturb the gene expression profile into different unstable intermediate states that lie within the same putative basin of attraction of the neutrophilic state. In fact, the convergence of the two trajectories was observed with respect to > 2700 genes (state space dimensions) as cells treated with these two different stimuli accomplished differentiation. This is highly indicative that the neutrophilic state is an attractor state in the genome-wide regulatory network [92] .
Accessibility of attractors is important for cell behavior
Almost nothing is known about the specific structure of the attractor landscape of the mammalian genome in high-dimensional state space because we have little knowledge of the architecture of the regulatory network. But it is clear that the landscape must be such that the long term trajectories of cells reflect the paths of developmental processes through many intermediately stable states which also increasingly diverge as cells adopt their cell type identities. For instance, the attractor of a liver cell will have to be separated -either by state space distance or by high potential hillsfrom that of neural cells since transdifferentiation from a liver cell to a neuron is not observed. On the other hand, under some conditions pancreatic cells can quite readily differentiate into a liver cell and vice versa [93] [94] [95] , an example for the existence of a short path in the epigenetic landscape between cell types in different (but ontogenically related) organs.
Thus, an essential determinant for the regulatory effect of biological signals is where the network state of the recipient cell is positioned in the attractor landscape relative to other potential target attractors. In other words, the accessibility of target attractors for a given cell is an important property that governs a cell's biological response to regulatory inputs, its behavioral repertoire and hence, its developmental potential. Collectively, the specific accessibilities of attractors to each other establish the developmental "cell fate map". Pluripotency thus implies accessibility to many cell fate attractors. In fact, gene expression profile studies reveal that multi-potent progenitor cells are positioned in state space in between their prospective lineages, as evidenced by their trend towards "promiscuous gene expression" (the co-expression of lineagespecific genes from different lineages at low levels [96, 97] ). Recent mathematical analysis of the underlying gene wiring diagram for hematopoietic progenitor cells and the construction of a regional landscape suggest that such intermediate progenitor states are not on hilltops but may be locally stable, i.e. they correspond to local, metastable attractors with access to the more stable attractors of the prospective cell fates that surround them [49] .
In summary, the related notions of the attractor landscape, the selection of preexisting programs organized as attractors and attractor accessibility put signal transduction into a new light. A subtle but essential consequence is that the function of fate-determining signal transduction cascades is not to establish the precise gene expression program of the destination state bit by bit, as one may imagine in the paradigm of linear chains of causation. Thus, regulatory molecules may not so much be "content providers" but rather "service providers" by regulating accessibility to particular attractors. This relieves the requirements for signal specificity in cell fate switching, contributing to evolvability [98] . But it also has important consequences of tumor progression and cancer metastasis as we will see later in Section: Metastatic Progression Revisited.
ATTRACTORS AND TUMOR PROGRESSION
The genomic network architecture is essentially invariant throughout development. It determines the shape of the attractor landscape, which in turn compartmentalizes the state space and captures the entire potential behavioral repertoire of cells. Therefore, in a most encompassing view, we can state that the attractor landscape is essentially finite and identical for each cell and invariant throughout development. (The widespread notion that each cell type has "its own, distinct network" misses the bigger picture: the alleged cell-type specific network consisting of tissue specific genes must actively keep the non-expressed genes silenced -this is mediated by the universal, genomic network [99] .) The difference in the behavioral potential between cells lies in their position on the landscape and the associated accessibility to attractors. Now, since many gene expression programs must be activated only during embryonic development and organogenesis, and the genome-wide attractor landscape is invariant throughout life, those attractors that represent these developmental programs are still present in the state space of the adult stage cells. But they are not occupied by adult cells which reside in adult stage attractors. This conjecture follows from the notion of invariance of the genome-wide attractor landscape. While the specific details are not known, it provides a formal framework for thinking about general principles of tumorigenesis in the context of the attractor hypothesis.
Archaic attractors in the state space
With the above conjecture, we can more generally state that in the entire gene expression state space, there exist regions with attractors that encode the embryonic cell phenotypes not present in the mature or-ganism and that are inaccessible for the "adult cells". Why are embryonic attractors inaccessible in the adult stage? First, the embryonic attractors may be far away in the state space from adult attractors in terms of the high-dimensional state space distances because embryonic and adult gene expression profiles are so different from each other. In addition, the conditions in the adult tissue may not be sufficient to overcome the hills, or "barriers" that separate the embryonic attractors from the ones occupied in the adult: the mature tissue environment may never provide the set of stimuli (cytokines, cell-cell interactions, ECM chemistry or mechanics) that can alter the gene expression profiles to direct the state space trajectories away from adult expression patterns to that of embryonic attractors, even during regenerative processes such as wound healing. In other words, the "epigenetic barriers" of the normal attractor landscape are likely high enough to keep cells in the mature tissue away from ever transitioning into the embryonic attractors.
But these "archaic attractors" [73] that command embryonic behavioral programs, are still lurking somewhere in the huge genomic state space. If cells get trapped in them they might express abnormal behaviors incommensurate with tissue homeostasis and could play a role in the origin of tumors. Kaufman first proposed the idea that cancer cells are particular cell types and hence, are also attractors [62, 63] . Thus, some forms of archaic attractors that encode embryonic phenotypes may become cancer attractors [47, 100, 101] .
Tumor cells as attractors
The existence of "cancer attractors" would suggest that development of tumors is as much a matter of gene expression regulation and selection of stable, preexisting programs as is cell type maturation and differentiation during development. The epigenetic, developmental character of cancer has been emphasized by some researchers [1, 2, 102] and would explain many observations that have been difficult to reconcile with mutationdriven tumorigenesis and hence, ignored [103] . Perhaps, a prosaic reminder of the idea that cancer cells are abnormal but preprogrammed cell types is the fact that tumors typically come in a limited number of discrete subtypes. For instance, more than 90% of lung carcinomas can be morphologically classified into one of four types (squamous cell, small cell, large cell, or adenocarcinoma). In all tissues, cancers do not appear as a continuum of abnormal phenotypes despite the chaotic variety of random mutations that can induce tumor formation and promote metastasis. The cell morphology of small cell lung carcinomas for example, has strikingly consistent characteristics in all patients with this cancer, yet it differs from any "normal" cell type found in the adult body. This discreteness of types (with rather "rare intermediates", as Waddington put it [65] ) strongly argues in favor of the existence of entire "preexisting" programs or attractor states and underscores the notion that a cancer cell is fundamentally a unique cell type.
In fact, microarray-based measurements of entire transcriptomes of tumor tissues reveal robust and characteristic genome-wide patterns for various tumor types, as exemplified in Fig. 4 for lung cancer tumors [104] . As can be recognized from the GEDImaps [105] (Fig. 4) , each type of pulmonal tumor is easily discernable by eye based on the patterns in the raw transcriptome data which were not even filtered for differentially expressed "discriminator" genes [106] . The global patterns show remarkable invariance between different patients for a given tumor type. These groups of tumor types are also recovered using standard hierarchical clustering. There is no "continuum" with smooth transitions between the transcriptome patterns. Thus, each tumor type may represent a natural, robust entity -a "discrete type" in Waddington's sense, consistent with attractor states.
The consistency of appearance of similar types of cancer in different patients seems to be at odds with the fact that each tumor can result from a large variety of mutations [14, 107] . Thus, without the notion of preexisting attractors, one would have to assume an extremely strong selection pressure in a given tissue [108] . As mentioned at the beginning (Section 2), it has been questioned how there can be selection for the complex metastatic phenotype within the early primary tumor based on increased fitness. The notion of preexisting, "self-organized" attractors relaxes the requirement for a strong Darwinian natural selection in the tissue without advocating the need of high mutation rates and thus, may help to reconcile the fierce debate on the necessity of the "mutator phenotype" in tumorigenesis [108] [109] [110] . As in organismal evolution, self-organization can therefore give somatic Darwinian selection a free ride for some stretch of its journey towards a distinct phenotype.
The role of mutations in reshaping the attractor landscape
If cancers correspond to preexisting attractors, then what might be the role of mutations in malignant trans- Fig. 4 . Tumor types as discrete entities in transcriptome space. As an example, gene expression profiles (∼ 12,000 genes) of various pulmonary tumors reported by [104] were analyzed. All genes were used for the hierarchal clustering (on the left) and the self-organizing maps (SOM) which are displayed as GEDI maps (on the right). Each terminal branch of the dendrogram and small black square represents a patient sample. Each GEDI map [105] represents a gene expression profile (= one patient sample), but only three samples are shown for each diagnostic group. For analysis details, see [106] . Each "tile" in the 30-by-31-tile "mosaic" of a GEDI map represents a "minicluster", each containing on average approximately 10 genes that behave highly similarly across all samples measured. Similarly behaving miniclusters in turn are placed in vicinity to each other on the GEDI map, giving rise to coherent, visually recognizable patterns characteristic for each sample. Since the assignment of genes to miniclusters is universal for the entire set of expression profiles, the GEDI maps of different samples can be directly compared to each other (each tile represent the same genes in all GEDI maps). Colors indicate relative gene expression (centroid of each minicluster), blue = lowest, red = highest.
formation and progression? The idea of cancer as an embryonic attractor is of course oversimplified but it provides a conceptual framework for integrating the influence of epigenetic regulation as a developmental process with genetic mutations as an evolutionary process during tumor formation.
In the formalism of gene regulatory networks, mutations cause a permanent rewiring of the network architecture. For instance, a network connection is deleted (e.g., due to a point mutation that abrogates a regulatory protein-protein or DNA-protein interaction) or a new interaction is formed (e.g. chromosome translocation of a coding region of a gene to behind a regulatory region of another gene). Nodes in the network can also be dropped (e.g., deletion of a tumor suppressor) or locked in the "always on" mode (constitutive overexpression of an oncogene).
Simulations in model networks have shown that nonchaotic networks which exhibit stable attractors are remarkably robust to limited rewiring events, such as addition or deletion of a gene -preserving most of the state space structure, thus maintaining basic cell functionality [101, 111] . Since the attractor landscape directly reflects the network architecture,limited rewiring typically translates into a change of the shape of the attractor landscape rather than the destruction of entire attractors: basins of attraction expand or shrink, inaccessible attractors suddenly become easily accessible due to flattening of separating hills, or attractors may fuse to create new ones with novel properties, while largely preserving existing attractor structures [111] . Such subtle changes of attractor structure may have significant biological consequences. Since attractor states S * are defined by stable gene expression profiles which in turn control cell behavior, such modifications allow cells with just a little rewiring to acquire new, selfstabilizing gene expression programs while preserving basic cellular functions.
Tumor cells are trapped in aberrant embryonic attractors
But how does randomly changing the attractor landscape contribute to tumorigenesis and metastatic progression? Based on the premises laid out above, we postulate that random mutations will rewire the gene regulatory network such that unoccupied and inaccessible archaic attractors, or at least major portions of them (with respect to a large subset of dimensions in the state space), suddenly become accessible from within an adult cell gene expression profile S(t). One could speculate that archaic attractors occupy significant portions of the genomic state space, hence are almost inevitable once the normal epigenetic barriers are somehow modified. Then the archaic attractors will eventually be occupied by the adult cell either spontaneously, due to a drift down the "potential" in the presence of gene expression noise [112] or in response to specific, epigenetic stimuli, such as non-mutagenic carcinogens [103] or chronic inflammation, which may promote attractor transitions. The newly accessible, hybrid attractor generated by mutations offers access to remnants of self-stabilizing embryonic gene expression programs, and hence, will confer to the adult cell features of its embryonic precursor. Embryonic stage cell behaviors of course share fundamental features with neoplasia, such as unconstrained proliferation driven by a rapid embryonic form of the cell cycle (see below) [113] .
The incorporation by tumor cells of large packages of stable gene expression programs used in early development into the attractor states of adult cell phenotypes would be consistent with expression of the "immature" phenotype of cancer cells in terms of differentiation characteristics [41, 114] . This common observation has historically led to the pathologist's notion of "dedifferentiation". Tumor cells often express embryonic proteins, such as alpha-fetoprotein, placental alkaline phosphatase or carcino-embryonic protein [115] . Tumor cells also switch to an embryonic/fetal metabolism. Most notably, they shift from the oxidative phosphorylation to the glycolytic energy production despite aerobic conditions (Warburg effect) in part by reactivating fetal isoforms of glycolytic enzymes [116] .
Also, the conceptual picture of cells trapped in some abnormal, robust attractors that encode cell behaviors of earlier ontogenic stages is consistent with the modern idea of "cancer stem cells" [117, 118] . The latter are thought to either represent cells stuck in the undifferentiated stem or progenitor state with increased self-renewal potential or to have "retrodifferentiated" to acquire stem cell properties [41, 119] . Interestingly, expression of ABC transporters, which account for resistance to chemotherapy drugs, is a hallmark of stem cells and also of cancer stem cells [120, 121] . More generally, most cell phenotypes that contribute to the malignancy of tumor cells, such as migration, enhanced proliferative potential, tissue invasion and stimulation of blood vessel growth, are functional capacities expressed by various cells during ontogenesis.
In conclusion, the concept that tumor gene expression profiles are inaccessible archaic attractors that become accessible during neoplastic transformation unites the genetic and non-genetic paradigms of tumorigenesis. While mutations distort the epigenetic landscape, allowing cells to utilize embryonic programs, the non-genetic, regulatory influences can drive the trajectory towards these normally 'forbidden' attractors. The latter may underlie the phenomenon that persistent non-genetic perturbations, such as chronic irritation by inflammation or even mechanical disturbance of the tissue [122] or unphysiological regulatory influences, such as sustained exposure to cytokines [123] , may contribute to malignant transformation or tumor progression. Perhaps the old dichotomy between "tumor initiation" and "promotion" must be seen in the context of these concepts.
Shift of attractor boundaries and paradoxical responses
EMT or EMT-like transformations of neoplastic cells may also be viewed as a reactivation of an embryonic program encoded by an embryonic attractor. The mesenchymal phenotype is a distinct, coherent genetic program rather than the sum of the effects of individual genes that each separately encode individual features of this fibrablastoid cell type. Thus, EMT may be represented as an attractor transition into the mesenchymal attractor. A broad variety of cytokines, such as TGFβ, IGF, PDGF, etc. can induce the mesenchymal phenotype in transformed cells [4] , suggesting that malignant transformation itself has caused a change in the regulatory behavior of the network, rather than providing the actual effector mechanism. This would be consistent with a mutation-induced increase of the basin of attraction of an attractor state whose stable gene expression profile S * would encode the program for the mesenchymal phenotype. This expression profile will obviously include the expression of Snail, the master regulator which coordinates downstream implementation of the mesenchymal phenotype [33] . In contrast, in the traditional gene-centered view one may regard Snail, which normally plays a role in embryonic EMT, simply as being "ectopically activated" in tumor cells.
The distortion of the attractor landscape that establishes the potential for EMT is most dramatically revealed by the reversal of responsiveness to TGF-β: in normal epithelial cells TGF-β induces cell cycle arrest. However, in many tumor cells this same cytokine can stimulate proliferation and metastasis, as has been demonstrated for breast cancer cells [32, 124] . Interestingly, a simple oncogenic mutation can cause this altered response. For instance, retinoblastoma proteindeficient fibroblasts have been reported to respond to TGF-β with cell cycle progression instead of cell cycle arrest as in wild-type cells [125] . Similarly, overexpression of oncogenic Ras in several carcinoma cells causes them to respond to TGF-β with EMT instead of cell cycle arrest [126, 127] . Thus, in the language of the attractor landscape, the transforming mutations have reduced the basin size for the quiescent differentiation attractor, while at the same time enlarging a neighboring attractor that may encode the embryonic mesenchymal phenotype or a phenotype with increased proliferation [100, 101] . Alternatively, mutational rewiring also may have lowered the epigenetic barriers that originally insulate the archaic attractors from adulthood trajectories and states.
It is useful to view the changes of the basin sizes by oncogenic mutations as a shifting of attractor boundaries. In a finite state space this would result in one attractor basin gaining at the cost of another, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 . Regulatory signals that establish a particular expression profile, i.e., place the network to a particular state S(t) that is close to an attractor boundary, may in the mutated network end up "on the other side of a watershed" and hence, elicit an entirely different fate, giving rise to "paradoxical responses", such as that observed for TGFβ (Fig. 5) .
Distortion of basin boundaries may account for a broader spectrum of phenomena in transformed cells in which responsiveness and dependencies on factors for particular cell behaviors are altered. This may explain the ambivalent, if not opposite functions of some central regulatory proteins, such as Myc, Ras, Jun, NF-kB, which depending on the cellular context (that is, the position on the attractor landscape) may contribute to either proliferation, apoptosis or differentiation [90] . The distorted landscape may also lead to a newly acquired dependency on an oncogene (i.e., which was not indispensable before the mutational rewiring) to maintain a particular attractor state, such as the proliferation program. This phenomenon, sometimes dubbed "oncogene addiction" [128, 129] , is another manifestation of shifted basin boundaries in an altered epigenetic landscape.
METASTATIC PROGRESSION REVISITED
New meaning of mutation and somatic evolution
The self-organizing nature of gene expression programs puts somatic mutations into a new light: It takes some of the creative burden away from Darwinian evolution which is often considered the sole source for generating the characteristic traits of the tumor phenotype, such as autonomous proliferation, migration, invasion, angiogenesis, etc. In our model, these complex behaviors are not de novo inventions but co-opted from prewired, embryonic cell programs that are selforganizing because they are attractors. While the latter are inaccessible in the normal mature tissue, during tumorigenesis they may be re-accessed because of a pathological attractor landscape. Embryonic behaviors thus need merely be reactivated and combined with adult cell programs. Even the "selection" of multidrug-resistant cells may be facilitated by the fact that expression of the ABC membrane pumps that confer this capacity, such as the P-glycoprotein (product of the MDR1 gene), is part of the embryonic genetic program [120, 121] . Thus, tumor evolution is not simply "climbing Mount Improbable" -to paraphrase Richard Dawkins metaphor for cumulative evolution based on natural selection [130] , but perhaps, and unfortunately so, an inevitable derailment of a system wired to robustly implement the complex embryogenesis program and to create the mass and the diversity of adult cell types. Ontogenesis gives oncogenesis a head-start. In view of these self-organizing principles, then the contribution of mutations, selection and the mutator phenotype [109, 110] in driving multi-step progression must be recalibrated (see Section 5.1).
On the other hand, the alternative model which suggests that the potential to metastasize may be inherently linked to early transforming events [19, 25] (see Section 2) is also naturally explained by the concept of embryonic attractors in the state space (Section 5). As discussed above, a single transforming mutation which increases the proliferative capacity may do so by coopting parts of embryonic attractors that encode the program of sustained self-renewing proliferation, a capacity immanent to many cells in the embryonic stage.
Premutation
Postmutation
proliferation, embryonic phenotype differentiation / quiescent mature phenotype rg Fig. 5 . Mutation-induced network rewiring results in shift of attractor boundaries. Schematic visualization of the principle that an alteration of the network interactions due to mutations causes a distortion of the attractor landscape. Despite schematic reduction of dimensionality, each point on the landscape surface represents one network state, i.e., one gene expression profile. Here, the embryonic attractor (red) which may encode the proliferative, mesenchymal phenotype is relatively small and inaccessible prior to the mutation (top). But it is enlarged by fusing with another neighbor attractor and also at the cost of the differentiation attractor (blue) which shrinks as a consequence of the mutations (bottom). The very same external signal (white vertical arrow), e.g., TGFβ, may cause a normal cell to become quiescent by placing S (t) (white circle) within the basin of attraction of the differentiated, quiescent phenotype (blue). But after the mutation, the same position S (t) in the state space, established in response to the same signal, is in the basin of attraction of the embryonic phenotype. This may explain how the very same signal can cause discretely disparate phenotype switches.
Such an alteration of the attractor landscape may also bring the cell significantly closer in state space to other embryonic phenotypes, such as invasion, ECM degradation and migration. However, additional mutations may be needed to modify the physiological embryonic programs so that they express the full phenotype of an aggressive tumor. Furthermore, non-genetic environmental stimuli, such as chronic inflammation, may also cooperate in pushing the cell state S(t) toward the cancer attractor. These additional requirements could explain the observation that although early tumors sometimes exhibit gene expression signatures that herald later metastasis, they may still require additional alterations and time to become metastatic, as postulated by the second model (Section 2).
Epigenetic phenotype switching
One of the fundamental properties of an attractor landscape is multistability, the ability of a system to switch back and forth between specific, stable phenotypes in response to a variety of (non-)specific perturbations, including gene expression noise [49] . These perturbations affect the values x i (t) in S(t) and lead to a new stable state that can be maintained even after removal of the stimulus (as discussed in Section 4.4). Such non-genetic "enduring modifications" have long been suggested to play a role in tumorigenesis [131, 132] . In cases of reversible state transitions, another stimulus is then needed to toggle the phenotype back to the original state.
This non-genetic switching between discrete phenotypic states could also be invoked to account for the third model (see Section 2) that postulates rare, random and early dissemination events in primary tumors. Here a malignant cell is thought to transiently switch on the mesenchymal phenotype before invasion, and then shut it off again once it seeds a secondary site, in a mesenchymal-epithelial transition" (MET) process as mentioned in Section 2 [24] . Such quick, possibly nongenetic and stochastic switches between distinct phenotypes, induced by a wide range of environmental signals or gene expression noise, can be explained by the reversible switching between the attractor states. Not every phenotypic change and acquisition of a malignant trait needs to be caused by a specific, irreversible DNA alteration.
The idea that the cell can choose between alternative attractors in an abnormal attractor landscape with new pathological accessibilities also provides a basis for conceptualizing abnormal differentiation behaviors in tumor cells. For instance, leukemia cells have a higher propensity to switch lineages within the hematopoietic system, e.g., from the lymphoid to the myeloid lineage [133] . Spontaneous neuroendocrine differentiation is observed in several tumors, such as prostate or lung carcinoma [134, 135] . Finally, the switching between preexisting attractors driven by complex environmental stimuli, specifically, the reversion back to the more normal attractor, could explain the long postulated potential of malignant cells to differentiate into benign cells [136] [137] [138] [139] or the observation that some carcinoma can be "normalized" when placed in an appropriate tissue milieu [140] and, in the case of teratocarcinoma, even preserve pluripotency and contribute to multiple normal tissues [141] .
The linear-causative role of mutations
Despite the emphasis here on the contribution of nongenetic factors and self-stabilized preexisting attractors for malignant phenotypes, it should also be mentioned that the concept of mutations directly mapping, in a one-to-one fashion, into a tangible, selectable phenotypic characteristic does not contradict the concepts presented here.
For example, it is frequently observed that mutations usually affect only one element of a signaling pathway, such as the cyclin D/cdk/Rb/p16 system which controls cell cycle G1 progression and is deregulated in a majority of cancers. This has been interpreted to suggest that one mutation in this signaling system is both sufficient and rate limiting to the transformation process, and thus would provide support for the presence of selection pressure on genetic mutations [142] .
Because the newly created attractors are not entirely physiological, the tumor cell is of course not a replicate of a normal tissue stem cell or embryonic stem cell and fine tuning of the phenotype to increase fitness of the neoplastic cell in the pathological tissue microenvironment, caused by the disturbance of the tissue architecture, may be crucial. In fact, because of the randomness of mutations and not perfectly optimized cell cycle programs, one characteristic trait of early neoplasia is the surge of cells with the propensity to genomic instability and apoptosis , perhaps due to an inaccurate cell cycle program [47, 143] . This opens the opportunity for a selection process that further fine-tunes proliferation and optimizes survival by suppressing apoptosis, as evidenced by the essential role of survival conferring genes in tumorigenesis.
In summary, while preexisting attractors (or parts thereof) explain the ease by which random mutations can rapidly produce the wide array of embryonic features, Darwinian selection, either at the level of attractors or individual genes, is also an essential element in progression of malignancy.
CANCER AS A DISEASE OF CELL AND TISSUE ARCHITECTURE
The role of extracellular matrix dynamics
The attractor landscape perspective emphasizes the non-genetic contribution to tumor formation and metastasis. Although this possibility has largely been ignored in the past, there has been a resurgence of interest in the role of epigenetic (non-genetic) factors in cancer formation that extend far beyond covalent chromosomal modifications to include changes in the surrounding stromal microenvironment, such as neovascularization and alterations in ECM turnover and mechanics. For example, studies with transgenic mice expressing an oncogene in the beta cells of pancreatic islets revealed that hyperplastic islets fail to progress to neoplasia unless angiogenesis was initiated even though oncogenes were expressed and functional [144] , pointing to non-cell autonomous influences. ECM also has been shown to play a critical role in early stages of tumor formation [2, 3, 145, 146] and disorganized tumor cells can be induced to reorganize into a polarized epithelium by contacting connective tissue that induces basement membrane deposition in vivo [2] , or by culturing isolated tumor cells on isolated intact basement membrane in vitro [147] . Moreover, later studies showed that normal breast epithelium can be induced to become hyperplastic and eventually neoplastic by constitutively overexpressing ECM-degrading enzymes, such as stromelysin. Interestingly, the transformed cells that resulted in these studies exhibited similar chromoso-mal and genetic abnormalities displayed by tumors triggered by oncogenes or genetic mutations [86, 148, 149] .
The finding that generalized changes in environmental cues, such as slow and progressive ECM dissolution, can lead to cancer formation cannot be explained by the current dogma that cancer results from a series of gene mutations in the tumorigenic clone, combined with selection pressures. However, it can be explained by the attractor model that provides a new conceptual tool to understand how cells reexplore pre-programmed embryonic programs and are stimulated by abnormal tissue cues to adopt them.
Tumor formation as a disease of epithelial-mesenchymal interactions
Cancer cannot be defined solely by uncontrolled growth of a transformed clone. Rather, the malignancy of cancer results from a breakdown of the fundamental rules that govern how cells organize within tissues, tissues within organs, and organs within the whole living organism. Thus, it is invasion, metastasis and related interference with the function of distant organs that most often leads to death in cancer patients. We must therefore reconsider cancer progression in this hierarchical context in which structure is as important as composition and gene expression.
We tend to think of a cancer as if it formed spontaneously in a static environment. However, in reality, carcinomas represent the progressive loss of preexisting structure and growth patterns [3] . Epithelial tissue pattern is established in the embryo as a result of complex interactions between the developing epithelium and underlying mesenchyme. Importantly, the mesenchyme dictates tissue pattern (e.g., acinar versus lobular or branching epithelium), and it accomplishes this by accelerating and slowing ECM (basement membrane) turnover at selective sites. The epithelium responds to these local variations in ECM structure by increasing basement membrane deposition and accelerating cell proliferation rates in regions where the mesenchyme produces higher degradative activity, and by becoming quiescent in areas where ECM turnover is slowed. If basement membrane deposition by the epithelium exceeds its degradation, then these alterations result in epithelial expansion (bud formation) in the high ECM turnover regions, and relative stability in the slower turnover regions (leading to cleft formation). Similar localized differentials of cell growth and ECM remodeling mediate pattern formation in other developing tissues, including in adult breast epithelium during particular phases in the estrus cycle and during pregnancy, as well as in adult capillary endothelium during tumor angiogenesis. Moreover, all of these tissues that undergo active morphogenesis can be induced to regress by rapid induction of complete basement membrane dissolution. Thus, in developing tissues, epithelial-mesenchymal interactions that are mediated by changes of ECM structure are as important for control of growth and pattern formation as soluble cytokines and growth factors.
We generally assume that epithelial-mesenchyme interactions end at birth. However, adult tissues continually undergo turnover. All of their constituent cells and molecules are removed and replaced; only the pattern integrity of the tissue is maintained over time. Thus, it has been suggested that failure to maintain normal epithelial-mesenchymal interactions could underlie the disorganization of tissue architecture that leads to cancer formation [2, 3, 147] . This is supported by the finding that changes of basement membrane consistent with accelerated ECM turnover as seen in embryonic tissues can be observed in certain epithelium prior to the onset of tumor invasion. Certain epithelial cancers also can be induced to redifferentiate and suppress their growth rates when combined with embryonic mesenchymal tissue [150] [151] [152] [153] or with isolated basement membrane, as described above [154, 155] (Section 2).
In analogy to attractor switching at the cellular level, we may generalize the idea of stable states that emerge from interacting elements and apply it to interactions at the tissue level, i.e., between cells. Then, in an extended hypothesis, early stages of tumor formation may experience an analogous switch into an embryonic attractor for a tissue-level behavior, namely, one that encodes the early epithelial-mesenchymal pattern-generating program. Such a tissue-level behavior would result from a higher level type of network, consisting of interactions between cells rather than genes. These interactions, embodied by juxtacrine, paracrine or mechanical, etc. cell-cell communications, would accordingly generate tissue level attractors. A switch into an embryonic tissue attractor may ensue after disturbance of the mature tissue architecture that normally helps to constrain microenvironmental stimuli so that they are relatively similar for all epithelial cells in the same tissue, thereby maintaining them in the differentiated (cellular) attractor state. As a result of the disruption of normal tissue patterns and greatly increased variations in local microenvironmental cues, the phenotypes of these epithelial and mesenchymal cells may themselves become deregulated, leading via a positive feedback loop to further compromising the normal structural constraints that maintain tissue form and function. This type of attractor switching at the tissue level between self-stabilizing tissue organizations could explain why invasive and metastatic epithelial tumor cells can reaccumulate basement membrane and become dormant at distant sites where they contact 'normal' stromal cells and receive different and more constrained microenvironmental signals.
Mechanochemical switching between cell growth, differentiation and apoptosis by ECM
How could changes in ECM produced by epithelialmesenchymal interactions contribute to cell phenotype switching? Most work in cell fate control has focused on soluble cytokines, growth factors and genetic mechanisms. However, using a microfabriacted substratum we have shown that ECM geometry governs whether a cell will grow, differentiate or die through apoptosis when stimulated by the very same soluble growth factors [89] (Fig. 6 ). This cell fate switching mechanism is largely mechanical in nature. Epithelial and endothelial cells generally proliferate on ECM substrates that can resist cell traction forces generated in the actin cytoskeleton and promote cell distortion (spreading). In contrast, they round and undergo apoptosis on ECM substrates that fail to resist these forces, whereas they differentiate and express tissue-specific functions when cultured on substrates that maintain an intermediate degree of shape distortion. Interestingly, substrates that mimic the flexibility of the ECM of a particular tissue type best support the expression of the differentiated phenotype by cells isolated from that tissue [145, 156, 157] Mesenchymal stem cells also can be selectively switched between different differentiation lineages by altering their ECM's ability to resist cell traction and control cell shape or by direct stretching [158] [159] [160] .
These findings are also relevant for cancer formation. For example, a hallmark of malignant transformation is loss of "anchorage -dependent growth" which in part is mediated by cell-shape dependent regulation of the entry into the proliferative state, and tumor progression also is accompanied by a progressive loss of "shape-dependent" growth control [161] . Moreover, continuous mechanical perturbation can induce tumors in rodents [122] . This may, in part, be explained by the recent demonstration in mammary cell cultures that increase of ECM stiffness enhances cell contractility which, in turn, further increases ECM rigidity [145] . This apparently establishes a mechanical "autocrine loop" (positive feedback loop) that switches on the malignant phenotype in these mammary epithelial cells because increased rigidity enhances cell spreading and growth [146] .
Control of attractor switching by the cytoskeleton
But how can a stimulus as non-specific and generalized as "mechanical distortion" promote cell fate switching? It is true that mechanical forces applied directly to integrins can activate intracellular signaling pathways through a process known as mechanotransduction [91, 162] . However, just like with cytokine signaling mechanisms, activation of a single cascade is not sufficient to explain how the cell switches on a distinct phenotype. For example, the angiogenic factor bFGF actively signals through its receptors in endothelial cells regardless of their shape, yet spread cells respond by surviving and proliferating whereas round cells cannot be rescued and die [89, 163] . Moreover, application of mechanical stress to integrins can also produce similar transmembrane signals in round and spread cells [164] yet the phenotypic switch is governed by the degree to which the cell spreads. Thus, the overall degree of cell shape distortion governs how cells will respond at the level of the whole cell and the entire genome-wide regulatory network.
As we discussed above, attractor switching generally requires simultaneous changes in multiple nodes in the network in order to overcome the barriers between adjacent basins of attraction. Cell shape changes may exert similar types of simultaneous changes in multiple signaling pathways throughout the cell because numerous if not most signal transduction molecules and gene regulatory proteins depend on immobilization on insoluble scaffolds that form the physically linked cytoskeletonnuclear matrix lattice [165] . Mechanical distortion of the cytoskeleton can influence the biochemical activities of these molecules by producing load-dependent changes in molecular shape that can alter binding kinetics and enzyme reaction rates [91] . Thus, cell and nuclear structure may have evolved so as to produce concerted cell responses by triggering attractor switches through multiplexed signal transduction.
However, these changes in the cytoskeleton do more than switch on biochemical signaling mechanisms, they also can switch cells between different stable shapes, and between stationary and motile states, behaviors that are central to tumor progression. We have shown that cells mechanically stabilize the shape of their cytoskeleton using the rules of tensegrity archi- . Geometric cues in the extracellular matrix can control cell fate. Schematic summary of experiments using microfabricated fibronectin (solid green) islands of desired shape to show that cell shape and spreading can determine cell fate in endothelial cells when growth factors (light green dots) or the nature of the ECM are kept invariant. For details see [89, 163] . Note that on the small 5 µm dots in the center, cells are in contact with approximately the same absolute amount of fibronectin as on the 30 µm islands, yet they proliferate because they are allowed to spread over the ECM dots. Bottom first four panels show fluorescence micrographs of actin staining (phalloidin), revealing "stress fibers". Allowing cell to extend on a 10 mm stripe (right panel) stimulated endothelial cell differentiation which is manifest as tube formation, as shown on the bottom right (confocal microscopy images of cells stained with a fluorescent cytoplasmic dye) [173] .
tecture [166, 167] . Tensional forces generated within contractile microfilaments and borne by both microfilaments and intermediate filaments, are balanced by interconnected structural elements that resist compression, including microtubules within the cytoskeleton and cell surface adhesions to the surrounding ECM and to neighboring cells. The cytoskeleton is also tensionally integrated with the nuclear matrix that gives shape to the structure of the nucleus [168] . In this manner, the entire cell cytoskeleton and nucleus are placed in a state of isometric tension (i.e., tensionally prestressed). Importantly, prestressed tensegrity systems can easily change shape with minimal energy consumption (e.g., compared to classical truss structures which require an excessive amount of energy even for minor shape modification). This may explain the ease by which cells can switch between the epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes during EMT and MET, respectively. In both cases, the tensegrity conformation may represent a stable force-balanced configuration, essentially an 'attractor' in the physical 3D network of the cytoskeleton. In the epithelial cells, much of the shape stability is born by cell-cell junctions and filaments emanating from them, while in isolated mesenchymal cells, shape stability is mostly due to the force balance between the enhanced contractile apparatus in these cells and their anchorage to a relatively stiff (compressionresistant) ECM.
Although the detailed time sequence of the transition from one force-balanced state to another remains elusive, these two global cytoskeletal conformations may represent local energy minima, and hence structural attractor states that would self-organize once the appropriate protein components are present in the cell. As noted earlier, when the cells take on a fibroblast-like morphology during EMT, they not only down-regulate the obvious effectors of epithelial phenotype, such Ecadherin, but also switch the expression of an entire battery of genes, including those that encode mesenchymal intermediate filaments (switch from cytokeratins to vimentin) and ECM proteins (e.g., fibronectin, vitronectin) as well as activation of survival proteins (e.g., PI3K, ERK) [33] . Transformation is also accompanied by consistent and characteristic changes in nuclear matrix composition, structure and form [169, 170] Hence, an attractor in the biochemical gene activity profile may coincide with a self-reinforcing attractor in the structural configuration of the cytoskeleton, explaining the robustness of EMT-like transitions. Such self-propelling processes and self-stabilizing states are likely central driving forces in tumor progression and metastatic conversion.
CONCLUSION
We present here an overarching, generic concept of cell phenotype regulation that provides a new perspective onto the stunning efficiency by which tumor cells acquire the complex metastatic phenotype during tumor progression. The self-organizing nature of dynamical attractors in the gene regulatory network and of the tensegrity property of the physical network of the cytoskeleton could in principle account for the robustness and reliability with which random mutations drive the cell from a stable epithelial state to a malignant state with mesenchymal features. Such drastic and directed changes in cell behavior and structure may seem unfathomably complex and unlikely if we try to explain them as the linear sum of individual mutational events that are selected for one by one in a stepwise Darwinian evolutionary process.
A central conclusion from the idea that some system properties emerge from the collective action of genes or proteins is that it is not always possible to map a particular event in the path of tumorigenesis to a specific gene mutation. Thus, mutations that contribute to progression are not necessarily always in genes with clearly identifiable malignancy enhancing effector functions, such as those that promote the cell cycle progression (e.g., p16, Rb [142] ) or migration (e.g., RhoC [171] ). More often perhaps, genetic alterations will affect the network dynamics, such as to open the access to forbidden, embryonic attractors. This needs to be kept in mind when interpreting the increasing lists of genes mutated in cancer from the systematic sequence analysis of the genome or transcriptome of cancer cells that is now being pursued [14] .
It is important to note that the concepts presented here largely focus on cell-autonomous changes during tumor progression. The role of non-cell autonomous mechanisms which were only touched marginally, including ECM mechanics, humoral, para-and juxtacrine factors provided by stromal cells, as well as cellular processes, such as angiogenesis, inflammation, recruitment of circulating cells and immune response in the tumor bed must also be integrated in the concept of the attractor landscape and tumor evolution. This will entail taking a more encompassing view that treats somatic evolution of tumor cells as a co-evolution between tumor cells and the cells in its microenvironment, so that the developmental trajectory may be established by tissue states defined by a cell-cell interaction network rather than cellular states defined by gene-gene interactions. The co-evolutionary perspective may gain importance as we learn more about the relevance of genomic instability that also occur in the non-neoplastic endothelial cells and possibly other stromal cells surrounding the tumor [172] .
The reader may remember from this article the picture of the attractor landscape as a metaphor that can help in understanding features of cell phenotype switching that evade straightforward explanation in the paradigm of causative genetic mutations. As with all metaphors, there is the danger that it can be overstretched. However, in contrast to many ad-hoc metaphors used to reconcile features of tumor progression with the concepts of linear genetic causation, the mental image of the attractor landscape has a formal basis and can be reduced to first principles of system dynamics that describe how elements of a complex system interact with each other to produce collective behavior. Keeping the connection to this underlying network formalism in mind shall help avoid the abusive stretching of the landscape metaphors when attempting to reconcile unexplainable findings.
Granted, the general description of concepts of attractors in this article remain abstract because most of the underlying specific facts, such as which specific genes actually interact with which ones and are expressed in which attractor state, are still unknown. Nevertheless, the general principles discussed here may provide a new intellectual framework that can complement the existing view of gene-centered, multi-step tumor evolution and hopefully guide the integration of genetic and epigenetic contributions to tumor progression as paradigm-challenging observations continue to accumulate.
